
RX 
EVENT 2 
“Fran”  + “Diane” 

Fran                                                            Diane 

21 x Thruster 40kg                          21 x Deadlift 100kg 

21 x Pull Up                                      21 x Handstand Push Ups 

15 x Thruster 40kg                          15 x Deadlift 100kg 

15 x Pull Ups                                     15 x Handstand Push Ups 

9 x Thruster 40kg                             9 x Deadlift 100kg 

9 x Pull Ups                                       9 x Handstand Push Ups 

 

Execution 

This workout begins with the barbell on the floor and the athlete A standing tall. At the call of “3, 2, 1 … go,” the 

athlete will perform 21 thrusters, then 21 pull ups. They will then perform 15 of each, until the last round of 9 of 

each. When Athlete A finished last round of 9’s he must tap the athlete B who is waiting above the bar for the 

deadlifts. Then athlete B starts to perform 21 deadlifts, then 21 handstand push ups. They will then perform 15 of 

each, until the last round of 9 of each. When Athlete B finished the last 9 handstand push ups, he must step on the 

box to stop the clock. Time cap for this event is 7 minutes. 

 

SCORING. 

The team score is the total time. Every second counts in this workout. Time of Fran is a tiebreak. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MOVEMENT STANDARDS  

1. THRUSTER 

This is a standard barbell thruster in which the barbell moves from the bottom of a front squat to full lockout 

overhead. The bar starts on the ground. No racks allowed. The hip crease must clearly pass below the top of the 

knees in the bottom position. A full squat clean into the thruster is allowed if the bar is on the ground. 

The barbell must come to a full lockout overhead with the hips, knees and arms fully extended (in one straight line), 

and the bar directly over the body. 

   

 

2. PULL UP 

This is a standard pull-up. Dead hang, kipping or butterfly pull-ups are allowed, as long as all the requirements are 

met. The arms must be fully extended at the bottom. At the top the chin must break the horizontal plane of the bar. 

  

 



 

3. DEADLIFT 

This is a traditional deadlift with the hands outside the knees. Sumo deadlifts are not allowed. Starting at the floor, 

the barbell is lifted until hips and knees reach full extension with the shoulders behind the bar. The arms must be 

straight throughout. 

Deliberate bouncing of the barbell is not allowed. Dropping the barbell after the completion of the repetition is 

permitted. Hitching is permitted, as long as full extension of the knees and hips is eventually reached. 

   

 

4. HANDSTAND PUSH UP 

Prior to starting the judge will need to establish the foot line for your handstand push-up. Stand facing the wall with 

your feet at hip width and your toes touching the wall. While standing tall, reach your hands over your head with 

your elbows straight, shoulders extended and your thumbs touching. From here, the judge will mark the height of 

your wrists, then down 7 centimeters he will create a line on the wall.  

    

 

 

 


